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The decision to recuse presents Supreme Court justices with a no-win choice between preserving
legitimacy and risking the possibility of an evenly divided vote. A recent proposal would allow retired
justices to serve when a justice is absent to help alleviate this tension. Here, we examine the potential
implications of this proposal using more than 60 years of unique counterfactual data. Our results
suggest that replacement justices could have changed the policy set by the Court in only a small
subset of cases and, more importantly, could have helped the Court avoid more than a quarter of their
even divisions.
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When Frances Quaring went to renew her driver's license at the Nebraska Department of Motor
Vehicles in March of 1978, she likely expected to battle more than just long lines. Having passed
both the written and driving examinations, she subsequently refused to allow her photograph
to be taken. The photograph, Quaring argued, violated the Second Commandment of the Bible,
which prohibits the generation or possession of any physical likeness of God's creation. State
officials disagreed and refused to renew her license. After several years of being denied a religious
exemption to the photograph requirement, Quaring challenged the Nebraska law as infringing on
her First Amendment right to the free exercise of religion.

Quaring's argument prevailed in both the trial court and the federal circuit court. Nebraska
officials successfully appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. When the Court convened to hear
oral argument in early 1985, it did so without Justice Lewis Powell, who was ill at the time. In
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conference later that week, it seemed as though the Nebraska law had finally come out victorious.
By a vote of 5 to 3, the remaining eight justices voted to reverse the circuit court and uphold
the photograph requirement (Spriggs, Wahlbeck, and Maltzman, 2011). Chief Justice Burger
assigned the opinion to himself and, several months later, circulated a draft that "radically altered
the Court's approach to the Free Exercise Clause" (McGreal, 2010:469).

The Chief's opinion in Jensen v. Quaring (1985), however, would never become law. Shortly
after its initial circulation, only four of the five majority coalition members had signed on to
Burger's opinion draft. The fifth member, Justice Blackmun, still had not weighed in. When he
did so, he wrote a memo to the conference announcing that he was switching his vote. He stated:
"after further reflection, I have come down to affirm... [O]ur prior precedents clearly point in
that direction" (quoted in McGreal, 2009:33). Blackmun's change of heart could not have come
at a worse time, as the Court was now equally divided at a vote of 4 to 4. As a result, the Court
could not actually set precedent but rather the decision below would simply be affirmed without
opinion; while Quaring got her driver's license, the Court did not settle the issue of religious
exemptions for license pictures.

Jensen provides an interesting example of what can happen when the U.S. Supreme Court sits
without a full slate of justices-an event that occurs with some frequency. Between the 1946 and
2010 terms, the Court found itself deciding a case with an even number of justices in roughly 19
percent of its over 7,300 decisions. Although actual equal division like the type observed in Jensen
occurs in only 6 percent of cases where they are possible, there is good reason to believe that
their ultimate impact on the legal system spans far beyond those cases. As a general matter, equal
divisions are something of an embarrassment for the Court and the justices. The Court is tasked
with ensuring uniformity in the law; equal divisions represent a failure of the Court to fulfill its
role, which can "erode confidence in the judicial process" (Reynolds and Young, 1983:32).

Relatedly, the risk of an equal division-despite the rarity with which it occurs-can be
used by justices as a justification to avoid recusing themselves from cases where a conflict of
interest might be present. This was precisely the argument advanced by then-Associate Justice
Rehnquist, who took the unprecedented step of issuing a memorandum in response to a request
that he disqualify himself in Laird i. Tatum (1972). Although Rehnquist had provided expert
testimony regarding the case while working for the Department of Justice, he decided not to
disqualify himself from voting in the case.'

What, then, is a justice to do? Recusing oneself at the mere hint of conflict would make an
even division possible, which could harm the Court as an institution. On the other hand, however,
the failure to recuse might raise doubts about a justice's objectivity in the case, which would also
undermine the Court's standing. This dilemma, of course, is one that has confronted the Court for
some time now. It has also spawned a series of policy proposals that seek to solve ajustice's recusal
dilemma. In particular, elected officials and other commentators have suggested allowing retired
Supreme Court justices to fill in when the Court sits to decide a case with fewer than nine justices.

The most recent incarnation of this proposal-a September 2010 bill offered by Senator Patrick
Leahy-came out of a meeting between Leahy and Justice John Paul Stevens prior to Stevens's

'Nearly three decades later, Rehnquist, now the Chief Justice, issued a similar statement justifying his participation
in Microsoft v. U.S. (2000), a case where his son was a partner in one of the firms representing Microsoft. And, in 2004,
after spending several days duck hunting with Vice President Cheney, Justice Scalia issued a more stinging rebuke to a
motion to disqualify himself from Cheney v. United States District Court (2004).
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retirement (Dorf and McElroy, 201 1).2 Leahy's proposal would allow active justices on the Court
to, by majority vote, invite one of their retired colleagues to serve by designation in a case (see
Appendix B for a full text of the proposal). Leahy's bill failed to gain headway in the Senate, but
neither of the motivating factors behind it-the need for uniformity in the law or the need for
public confidence in the judiciary-are likely to go away anytime soon. Indeed, the professional
backgrounds of the Court's newest members-Justices Sotomayor and Kagan-and their need
to recuse in dozens of cases when they took their seat on the bench highlight the continued
importance of the problem of even-membered courts. 3

Supporters of Leahy's proposal argue that such a policy would eliminate the risk of an equally
divided court while preventing sitting justices from having to wade into potentially gray areas
of judicial ethics. Opponents, by contrast, suggest that using replacements would both create
inconsistency in the law and politicize the process of picking a would-be replacement, potentially
neutralizing any gain in the public's trust. In what follows, we seek to add an empirical dimension
to what has thus far been largely a normative debate. Reaching back across over 60 years
of Supreme Court decision-making, we evaluate how the Court's policy outputs would have
changed had a Leahy-like replacement justice policy been in place. Our analysis considers
both the Court's initial decision to select a replacement and, in instances where the justices
voted to have a replacement, what impact said replacement might have had on the ideological
content of the Court's majority opinion. By way of preview, our results suggest that the justices
would agree on using a replacement justice in at least 63 percent of the cases where someone
was recused-including two dozen cases where the Court ultimately reached an evenly divided
outcome. And, while we observe a handful of sizable ideological shifts that a replacement justice
might make possible, in the modal case, we predict that the majority opinion would be identical
to an opinion written without replacement justices. In short, the data seem to suggest that using
replacements would accomplish the goal of avoiding equal divisions while sidestepping the two
most potent disadvantages predicted by the policy's opponents.

These results are important for a number of reasons. First, they inform the decisions of policy
makers. Until now, research on this recurring policy proposal has been limited to normative
speculation about the impact it would have. We contribute tangible empirical evidence that both
sides can evaluate. Second, they also speak to broader theoretical questions of interest to scholars.
A perennial topic of interest is how the membership composition within political institutions can
affect its policy outputs. We bring unique counterfactual data to bear on this question using over
half a century ofjurisprudence. Third, our general approach can be transported beyond this specific
context to evaluate both other proposed judicial reforms (e.g., term limits for the Supreme Court)
as well as decision making by other deliberative bodies. We begin by outlining this approach and
then turn to exploring our predictions of how replacement justices would have been selected and
the impact they would have had on the Court over the latter half of the 20th century.

2justice Stevens's support for the policy can actually be traced back more than twenty years before Leahy's bill to

October 1988, when Stevens wrote Chief Justice Rehnquist regarding the topic. See Ward (2003:255-257) for a full copy
of Stevens's letter.

3Justice Sotomayor sat on the District Court and Court of Appeals and, by tradition, recused herself in every case in
which she participated on the lower courts-a tradition followed by all eight of the justices who previously served on the

Courts of Appeals. Justice Kagan was the Solicitor General when she was confirmed to the Court and, as a result, sat out
of nearly one-third of the cases decided during her first term.
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EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF REPLACEMENT JUSTICES

Our empirical task is a counterfactual one. Holding all else constant, we seek to assess first
whether, when confronted with an incomplete number of justices, a majority would vote to select
a retired colleague to act as a replacement. Second, conditional on a replacement justice being
selected, we ask how the presence of replacement justices would affect the Court's decisions.
While the return of retired colleagues would undoubtedly impact life on the Court in numerous
ways-e.g., collegial dynamics among the justices-we focus on uncovering the impact that such
a policy would have on the Court's written opinions and, therefore, on the law itself.

The Decision to Replace

Before a retired justice could alter the Court's written opinion, however, she would first have to
be selected by her former colleagues and invited to temporarily rejoin the Court. Under the Leahy
proposal, this would occur when a majority of the Court's active membership, which presumably
includes the recused justices, voted to allow a replacement justice in a case. Normatively, this
selection mechanism raises an important concern: that policy-minded justices would either be
unable to come to consensus on which of their colleagues to invite or decide they would rather
decide the case without a replacement, leading to the same danger of even division that the
proposal was designed to avoid. If either of these concerns is found to be valid, the policy would
be, at best, unnecessary as justices would decide not to use it and, at worst, could actually do
more harm to the Court's legitimacy. Accordingly, we start here by analyzing this initial selection
decision.

Predicting justices' replacement selection votes requires several empirical and theoretical
tasks. First, we must identify both the cases in which a replacement justice would be needed and
the pool of retired justices who would be eligible "candidates" for the selection vote. Once this
is accomplished, we then must specify-and measure-the factors that a voting justice would
consider when determining whom, if anyone, he would like to invite to rejoin the Court. We
describe each task in turn.

Available Replacements

We started by using the Supreme Court database to identify all cases decided between the 1946
and the 2007 terms in which fewer than nine justices participated in the final ruling on the merits.
We then selected only those cases where there was at least one retired justice who was eligible
to serve as a replacement and the missing justice's absence was only temporary (e.g., recusal or
illness) as opposed to permanent (i.e., a justice retired or died).4 We also limit our analysis to
cases coming from one of the U.S. Courts of Appeals. This is necessary because, as we describe
below, our analysis requires that we place lower court judges in the same ideological space as

4We focus on these cases as they are the only ones where Leahy's proposal would authorize the use of replacements.
We have conducted a separate analysis of what would have happened in the 138 cases included in our time period where
a replacement was available to fill a non-temporary vacancy. See Appendix C for these results.
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Supreme Court justices. No such procedure currently exists for state court judges. 5 After making
these cuts, we were left with a total of 571 cases. 6

To identify the pool of justices eligible to serve in a temporary role, we started by identifying
all justices who had retired by taking senior status-as opposed to resigning-and were alive
when oral argument occurred in each case. We then made two additional cuts. First, we addressed
potential conflicts of interest. To do this, we used data provided by Epstein et al. (2007) to examine
why each justice had retired. Take, for instance, Justice Clark, who retired from the Court when
his son was appointed Attorney General to avoid a conflict of interest. We excluded Clark from
our analysis for as long as that conflict existed (i.e., 1967-1969).

Second, we addressed the issue of a retired justice's health. In so doing, we considered a
variety of approaches. The easiest, of course, would be simply to keep a retired justice in the pool
of eligible replacements until shortly before he died. Despite its parsimony, such an approach
is unrealistic given what we know about the retirement of more than a few justices in our data.
Justice Douglas, for example, retired from the Court in November 1975 and lived for almost
another five years. Numerous accounts suggest that he was all but forced to retire from the Court
because his declining health prevented him from fulfilling his duties on the Court (Woodward
and Armstrong, 1979).

An alternative approach would be to turn again to Epstein et al.'s (2007) retirement data, which
provide two potentially useful categories-"advanced age" and "declining health." Combined,
these two values account for nearly a quarter of the retirements in the database. Unfortunately,
inferences from these data end up being equally unrealistic in that they tend to understate the
vitality of many retired justices. Justice Reed, for example, whose retirement reason is coded as
"declining health," went on to live for an additional 23 years before his death and also served by
designation in 53 circuit court decisions in the ten years immediately following his retirement.

In lieu of these two extreme options, we opt, instead, for a middle ground and draw on a variety
of sources to approximate when a justice was too infirm to reasonably serve by designation on
the Supreme Court. This involved examining biographies, newspaper archives, and other sources
for information about each retired justice. Justice Blackmun, for example, was, by all accounts,
in solid health up until February 1999, when he fell and broke his hip. He underwent surgery
later that month but encountered complications and died in early March (Greenhouse, 2005). We
thus include Blackmun as being eligible for replacement assignment up through February 22,
1999, the day he fell and broke his hip. The online supplement provides a full accounting for
each would-be replacement justice from 1946-2010.

In Figure 1, we visually depict the years when each retired justice would be eligible to serve
given the restrictions we describe above. Within the plot, the black horizontal line segments
denote the period of time that a retired justice would be available to fill in for an incomplete court.

51t is worth noting, however, that the overall rate of recusal is 18 percent for both state and federal cases. This number
differs from the 19 percent mentioned above, which also includes vacancies caused by deaths or retirements.

6We observe some cases in our data with two or three justices who were missing when the case was decided. We
include cases where the pool of replacements is deep enough to permit filling these vacancies. However, we exclude
cases where only a partial replacement would be possible (e.g., two justices were missing but only one replacement was
available), as this would create the possibility of an equally divided court. We also exclude cases that were decided when
no replacements were available.
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FIGURE 1 Availability ofjustices to serve by designation on the Supreme Court, 1945-2010. We exclude a number
of justices for reasons fully documented in Appendix A. The black horizontal line segments correspond to period(s) of
time that ajustice would be available to serve by designation. The gray regions denote periods of time in which no retired
justices were available.

The four gray regions-one in 1954 and one in the early 2000s-indicate time periods for which
no replacements would have existed.

As the figure makes clear, we observe a good deal of variation with regard to the duration of
a replacement justice's eligibility. Justice Reed, who retired at the age of 73, takes top honors
with over 22 years of designation eligibility. As the Court's most recent retirees, Justices Stevens,
Sc uter, and O'Connor naturally have significantly smaller amounts of eligibility time. Across the
11 justices who have retired and since died, the median length of availability is 6.8 years, with
25th and 75th percentile values of 4.6 and 8.2 years, respectively.

A second type of variation suggested by the figure is the extent to which multiple replacement
justices were available at any single period in time. In Figure 1, this appears as overlapping line
segments. The top panel of Figure 2 provides a more straightforward answer to this question, by
plotting the number of retired justices who would have been eligible, again from 1945-2010. As
the panel demonstrates, the Court's "reserve bench" reached a high of four eligible replacements
for a period of time in the mid-1990s.

The bottom panel of the figure illustrates a separate but still likely interesting quantity-the age
distribt tion of the replacement pool. While the initial steps we take in generating the replacement
pool removes justices that we believe are unable to serve due to health reasons, this is not to
say that all are spring chickens. Justice Blackmun's private oral argument notes provide evidence
that he struggled even to stay awake during oral argument in his later years on the Court. In
March 1994-just months before he announced his retirement-an obviously worried Blackmun
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FIGURE 2 Top panel: number of retired justices available to serve by designation. Bottom panel: distribution of eligible
retired justices' age at time of being called upon to serve as a replacement. The top/bottom portion of the shaded polygon
denote the oldest and youngest retired justice, respectively. Periods of time when only a single justice is available appear
as lines.

wrote, "My goodness, I fight sleepiness. I hope it is not evident. How [could it] not be? This is
a miserable feeling" (Johnson, 2009). For periods of time in which more than one justice was
available, the top and bottom of the polygon denote the age of the oldest and youngest available
replacement justice, respectively. Areas with no shading, for example, from the late 1990s through
2000, indicate the age of the lone retired .justice available to serve (i.e., Justice White). Our oldest
eligible replacement was Justice Reed, who remained in the pool until moving into a nursing
home with his wife at the age of 94. At the other end of the spectrum, our youngest would-be
replacement is Justice Whittaker, who retired at the age of 61. As of June 2013, the current pool
of replacement justices range from Justice Souter-73 years old-to Justice Stevens-93 years
old-with Justice O'Connor sandwiched in between at 83 years of age.

Choosing a Replacement

After we have identified which retired colleagues would be available to serve, we are able to
generate a ballot of replacements on which active justices could vote. Thus, we must specify what
factors voting justices would consider when deciding whether to have a replacement and, when
more than one retired justice is available (something that occurs in 49 percent of our cases), the
identity of that replacement. As we noted above, critics have expressed concern that this voting
decision will be a political one where the justices fail to reach a majority consensus and end up
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not using replacements. While we believe there are strong ex ante reasons to believe the Court
would be influenced by how the public would perceive the rejection of a replacement justice, we
opt instead to consider the most parsimonious approach where ajustice's voting decision is based
only on policy considerations. Specifically, we posit that voting justices compare the expected
location of the Court's majority opinion conditional on the identity of each of the possible
replacement justices and for a scenario where the Court decides the case without replacing the
missing justice. Our voting justice then picks the option that yields a policy outcome closest to
her own preferences. To be clear, it is not our belief that ajustice will consider only policy during
this voting process, but this approach allows us to create a voting environment that would be the
least favorable to a replacement justice policy.

To generate predictions about the location of the Court's majority opinion, we look to
Hammond, Bonneau, and Sheehan's (2005) agenda-control model, which argues that policy-
minded opinion authors concerned about maintaining a majority are constrained by preferences
of the bench median but will still try to write an opinion as close as possible to their own pref-
erences. As Bonneau and colleagues note elsewhere, justices seek to write "opinions that are as
close as possible to their own ideal points, but that are also at least as good as the status quo policy
for the median justice" (Bonneau et al., 2007:892). Thus, if an opinion writer's preferred outcome
falls within the range of policies that would be acceptable to the median, she will write an opinion
at her ideal point. If the opinion author's ideal point falls outside the range of policies that the
median would agree to, however, the opinion author writes the opinion as close as possible to her
ideal point within the median's acceptable range.7

Operationalizing the agenda-control model requires that we locate, in the same policy space,
each voting justice's ideal point, the ideal point of a would-be replacement justice, and the legal
status quo. For each sitting member on the Court, we use her Judicial Common Space (JCS) score
for the term in which the case was being decided (Epstein, Martin, Segal, and Westerland, 2007).
For potential replacement justices, we use the JCS score for the last term in which she served.8

To estimate the legal status quo we follow Black and Owens (2009) and turn to the composition
of the lower court decision being reviewed by the Supreme Court. This involves analyzing the
JCS scores of the judges who sat on the federal circuit panel that heard the case. When district
court judges sat by designation on the circuit panel, we use data from Boyd (2010), which
identify the district court judge's ideal point consistent with norms of senatorial courtesy (Giles,
Hettinger, and Peppers, 2001). In cases decided by a three-judge panel, we code the location
of the lower court decision as the JCS score of the median judge. In cases with a dissent or a
special concurrence-where only two circuit judges constituted the winning coalition-we code
the location of the lower court decision as the midpoint between the two judges in the majority.

7We use this model over the more traditional bench median model because the agenda-control model was found to
outperform the median model in a head-to-head comparison (Bonneau et al., 2007). Recently, a robust debate has sparked
over a third model proposed by Carrubba et al. (2012), which suggests that the median in the majority coalition actually
controls the content of the opinion. In our present inquiry, we remain agnostic to this debate and, as we note below, our
results are only bolstered when we use the median in the majority coalition model rather than the agenda-control model.

8This approach, of course, is not perfect. In particular, as the policy preferences of justices are not stationary across
time (Epstein, Martin, Quinn, and Segal, 2007), our coding scheme cannot capture any post-retirement drift that a justice
has experienced. It is worth emphasizing, however, that the JCS score for each justice is dynamic in that it can change
across a justice's tenure on the Court. Thus, these scores do capture, for example, the transformation of Justice Blackmun,
whose preferences drifted rather dramatically during his time on the Court.
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If the lower court decision was en banc, then we coded the status quo as the median judge in the
en banc majority.9

These various inputs allow us to put current justices, a would-be replacement, and the legal
status quo all in the same policy space.' 0 Hammond, Bonneau, and Sheehan's model, however,
requires that we know one additional value of interest: the identity of the opinion writer. At
the selection stage we contend a justice knows whether she will be a member of the majority
coalition but is unlikely to know who will be assigned the majority opinion. Accordingly, we
assume that justices take a probabilistic approach to evaluating the Court's majority opinion. In
particular, justices consider where in ideological space the majority opinion would be written if
each member of the majority wrote it. For example, if the majority coalition is predicted to consist
of six justices, then we compute the majority opinion location for each of those six would-be
authors and then take the average of those six values. 1'

To summarize, we posit that an active justice who is voting on whether to use a replacement
justice will compare policy outcomes-and policy outcomes only-and pick the ballot option
that results in the Court reaching an outcome that is closest to his ideal point.' 2 To illustrate our
approach, we return to the case described in the introduction, Jensen v. Quaring. When the case
was decided in 1985, Justice Stewart was available to serve as a replacement. If a replacement
justice policy had been in place, then the sitting justices would have been given two options to
vote on: replacing Justice Powell with Stewart or leaving the seat vacant. We use the two panels
of Figure 3 depict these options visually.

Starting with the top panel, we show the impact that Justice Stewart's presence would have on
the Court's majority opinion location. In this panel, we plot the location of the legal status quo
(the dashed vertical line) and the ideal point (vertical tick marks) and preferred-to set (horizontal
whiskers) of each justice in relation to the legal status quo. It is worth noting that without the
usage of a replacement justice, the spatial model predicts that the Court would be stuck with four
justices to the left of the status quo and four to the right of it. This is, of course, precisely what we
end up observing in Jensen. The return of Justice Stewart, however, would give the conservative
wing a critical fifth vote and control of the majority opinion.

Stewart's presence is important for a second reason as well: he would be the median member
of the Court. This means his preferences would limit just how extreme of a majority opinion

91n some instances, the Court is reviewing multiple lower court opinions. For these cases, we take the median of the
individual lower court values.

'()In 18 percent of our cases, the spatial model predicts that the Court will end up tied in a four-to-four vote. When
the Court evenly divides, its policy is to affirm the lower court decision in a non-precedential opinion. Accordingly, for
the purpose of each justice's policy comparison, we use the legal status quo if a tie vote is predicted.

"lThis implies, in turn, that each member of the majority coalition has an equal chance of writing the opinion.
While we acknowledge a rich and voluminous literature that suggests opinion assignment is anything but random (e.g.,
Maltzman, Spriggs, and Wahlbeck, 2000; Black, Sorenson, and Johnson, 2013), we note that the archival data used to
generate these estimates is unavailable for nearly one-fourth of the terms contained in our analysis. Even if we had all of
the necessary data, it is unclear whether the same assignment dynamics would be at play in a world where retired justices
could receive the assignment.

121n terms of the voting process itself, we assume that selection takes place with a single vote. For cases with multiple
vacancies where there are more replacements available than needed, we assume replacements are balloted as complete
"tickets" for all the unique combinations. If, for example, there were three replacements (A, B, C) available for two
missing justices, then the choice set would consistent of A/B, A/C, and B/C. Different systems, of course, would likely
yield different outcomes (Gibbard, 1973).
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could be written. We represent this constraint in two different ways in the panel. First, the gray
shaded area denotes Stewart's preferred-to set. If a would-be opinion writer's ideal point falls
within that area, then the writer is free to write the majority opinion at her ideal point because
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exactly where each justice would write the majority opinion if she was the author. As the plot
shows, in addition to Stewart, both Justices White and O'Connor, having ideal points in the gray
area, would be able to author the opinion at their ideal point. Hence, the circle falls directly on top
of their ideal point. By contrast, Chief Justice Burger and Justice Rehnquist, having preferences
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the vertical dotted line with the label "Opinion Location" represents the average of these five
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potential majority opinion locations. Again, because justices have uncertainty over who will write
the opinion, we argue that they use this value when casting their selection vote.

The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows, given these predictions, how each active justice in Jensen
(including Justice Powell) would have voted in the preliminary selection stage.13 The vertical tick
marks continue to denote each justice's ideal point. The shaded regions divide the policy space
into which outcome a justice would prefer and, hence, how they would vote at the selection stage.
Starting with the Court's liberal wing, Justices Marshall, Brennan, Stevens, and Blackmun's most
preferred outcome would have been to forego the usage of a replacement and minimize the policy
damage by enduring an equally divided court. By contrast, Justices Powell, White, O'Connor,
Burger, and Chief Justice Rehnquist would have preferred to decide the case with their former
colleague. Thus, with five votes, Stewart would have been called back into judicial service and
the Court would have likely upheld the photograph requirement at issue in the case.

While Jensen provides a nice illustration of our general approach and demonstrates how
replacement justices could allow the Court to avoid equal divisions, it is just one among nearly
600 contained in our data. Opponents of a replacement policy might still worry that the consensus
reached in this single case would be the exception rather than the rule. Under this view, the Court
would more commonly disagree on a replacement or consciously decide to reject one entirely.
To evaluate this objection in more depth, we turn to Figure 4, which simply repeats the same
analysis we conducted for Jensen for each case in our data.

Within the plot, the darkest bar represents cases where the outcome is the same as we observed
in Jensen. That is, a majority of the Court would prefer the addition of a particular replacement
justice over all others and over simply deciding the case with an incomplete court. Based on
policy-minded voting alone, we predict that the Court would reach this outcome in about 63
percent of the cases. Moving to the right, the lighter gray bar represents cases where no single
option was able to amass a majority of votes. That is, consistent with the fears of critics, the
Court was divided in terms of who it wanted to pick to replace a missing justice. We predict this
outcome in a mere 9 percent of cases.

We next consider instances when a majority of the voting justices on the Court rejected the
usage of a replacement justice, preferring instead the projected case outcome if an incomplete
Court were to decide the case. We further split these cases into two groups. The white bar represents
cases where the projected incomplete Court outcome-i.e., what the justices are choosing over
using a replacement-is not an equally divided court (EDC). These cases represent instances
when a replacement justice would make a majority of the justices worse off in terms of the
ideological content of the Court's opinion. As a result, they reject the services of a replacement.
We observe these cases 22 percent of the time.

Finally, the striped bar represents cases where the justices (a) reject the usage of a replacement
justice and, as a result, (b) end up causing an equally divided court. These outcomes are, of course,
the ones most feared by those who oppose using replacement justices. They also represent the
rawest form of policy-seeking behavior. Under this scenario, a majority of justices would prefer
to preserve the location of legal status quo (and thus accept an EDC) over the likely case outcome

131n both this and the aggregate analysis reported below, we assume that a recused justice is allowed to participate
in picking a potential replacement. We do this because it is the procedure suggested by the Leahy proposal. Appendix C
reports the results of supplemental analyses where we disallow voting by the recused justice. It also reports results for a
replacement policy where the replacement is chosen randomly.
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Initial Replacement Selection Vote Outcomes

0 Replacement Selected
0 No Majority Consensus
0 Replacement Rejected: Non-EDC
Z3 Replacement Rejected: EDC

FIGURE 4 Barplot of selection outcomes from the Court's initial decision to pick a replacement justice. The total

number of cases represented in this figure is 571. Within the figure's legend, EDC stands for an evenly/equally divided
court (i.e., a vote of 4-4).

that would occur if a replacement were to be used. As the height of the bar reveals, however, we
do not observe this outcome with much frequency (only 6 percent of outcomes).

Opponents of proposals such as Leahy's contend that allowing the justices to decide who-if
anyone-to call back into temporary judicial service would result in political conflict on the Court
and, more importantly, a failure to actually select someone. In the foregoing, we tested this claim
under conditions that should be the most likely to yield evidence of the critique: by assuming
justices care only about policy outcomes. Even under this (unlikely) assumption, the data show
that, in a clear majority of cases, the Court agrees on using a replacement justice because so
doing is actually advantageous to them in terms of policy. It is also worth noting that among our
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sample cases, the Court ended up with an equal division a total of 36 times. A policy of using
replacements would have avoided fully two-thirds of the equal divisions that occurred (i.e., 24 of
the cases). We return to these results in our discussion section, where we provide our perspective
on what they mean for the viability of a replacement justice proposal. For now, however, we turn
next to our second broad task: probing the impact of replacement justices on the law itself.

Replacement Justices and Opinion Content

Our selection voting model posits that justices look downstream to predict how a particular
replacement would change the Court's opinion content. As such, no additional calculations other
than those described above are required to compare the location of the Court's majority opinion
with and without replacement justices. That is, (1) we use the combination of justices' ideal
points and the legal status quo to determine the identity ofjustices in the initial majority coalition;
(2) we evaluate, under the agenda-control model, the location of the opinion that each would write
if he received the assignment; and (3) we take the average of those values to estimate the location
of the Court's opinion had a replacement been selected. Assessing the impact of replacement
justices simply requires that we compare the results after twice repeating this procedure: once in
a world where replacements do not exist and once in a world where they do.

The panels of Figure 5 provide two perspectives on this comparison.14 The panel on the left is
a scatter plot of the expected location of the Court's majority opinion-on the Judicial Common
Space-with (y-axis) and without (x-axis) replacement justices. Cases that fall on the diagonal
line are those in which the presence of replacement justices has no impact on the majority opinion.
Cases above the diagonal denote those where the Court would select a replacement justice whose
policy preferences would allow, on average, a more conservative opinion and those below the
diagonal represent cases that would have ended up more liberal. As the plot annotations suggest,
in a majority of cases-roughly 58 percent-we would anticipate no change to the location of
the Court's majority opinion.

We further observe a modest advantage for conservatives in terms of how many cases would
end up shifting to the left or right side of the policy spectrum, with a conservative shift occurring
in 25 percent of the cases compared to only 17 percent of cases for a liberal shift. Simply looking
at the sign of the direction is potentially misleading as what partisans on both sides are likely
concerned about is the magnitude of these shifts. In terms of the figure's left panel, one way to
assess this is by looking at how far above or below the line a particular point is. Points that are
above (below) the line but relatively proximate to it suggest comparative smaller conservative
(liberal) shifts in policy. As a cursory review reveals, the conservative side, in addition to having
more shifts, also appears to have a larger number of points appear farther away from the line than
does the liberal side.

14As part of a replacement justice policy includes the possibility that they are not used, we still include cases from
Figure 4 where we predict that the Court would either outright reject or fail to reach a majority agreement on the identity
of a replacement justice. Because we are interested in how replacements would affect legal precedent, however, we do
exclude cases where the outcome-either with or without replacement justices-would fail to establish precedent (i.e.,
the majority coalition must be of at least five votes).
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The right panel of Figure 5 confirms this intuition. Here we plot only cases where a nonzero
shift occurs and do so separately for liberal (solid line) and conservative (dashed line) shifts. We
observe a modest and persistent advantage for conservatives. The average difference with versus
without replacements among conservative changes is 0.10 compared to 0.04 for liberal shifts.
This difference, to be sure, is not overwhelming in absolute terms, but it is statistically significant
(p < 0.01) and, in relative terms, indicates that the average conservative policy gain is more than
twice as large as the average liberal policy gain.

To better anchor these values in substantive terms, we turn to existing aspects of the JCS that
allow us to contextualize some of these values in more readily understandable terms. Emphasizing
just how small the effect on most cases would have been, the mean absolute change (i.e., after
pooling together conservative and liberal shifts) between a case decided with replacements versus
without them is about 0.03. This is, in substantive terms, approximately the same ideological
distance---or lack thereof-between Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush. Even
if we jump all the way to the 90th percentile value (roughly 0.07), the substantive difference is
equivalent only to the ideological distance between Justices Stevens and Souter near the end of
their service on the Court. In short, while a handful of cases over the last 60 years could have
been substantially altered by the presence of a replacement on the bench, our results show that,
for the most part, America's legal landscape would have been ideologically unaffected by the
continued service of these "reserve justices."

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Nearly 20 percent of the Supreme Court's decisions since 1946 have been made with fewer than
the full nine justices participating in a case. While the Court has demonstrated an uncanny knack
for avoiding equal divisions (Black and Epstein, 2005), it has occasionally done so at the cost of
generating real concerns about the impartiality of justices who vote in these cases. A recurring
proposal to address these concerns suggests allowing the Court to call on retired justices to
fill temporary vacancies on the Court. Critics of such proposals allege that it will add another
dimension of politics to the Court and promote instability in the law. In this article, we bring data
to bear on these claims and find them severely lacking.

In terms of the first claim, our analysis shows that justices would be able to agree on a
replacement justice in at least 60 percent of the instances when one would be eligible to serve.
There are also good reasons to believe this value would actually be substantially higher. Recall
that to generate these estimates, we assumed justices functioned like policy-minded robots whose
vote decision was driven solely by minimizing their distance from the location of the Court's
majority opinion. Though parsimonious, as justices are also driven by non-policy considerations
(e.g., Bailey and Maltzman, 2008), this account is also incomplete. The decision to reject a
replacement is likely to incite scrutiny from the media, legal community, and politicians alike.
Such criticism would be all the more intense if the Court were to end up deadlocked at 4-4.
To the extent that fallout from this sequence of events might undermine the Court's legitimacy,
we believe it is likely that a coalition of justices could be willing-or perhaps even eager-to
sacrifice some loss in policy to preserve the Court's image.

As for the impact of replacementjustices on the law, the data again fail to support the bulk of the
critique. To be sure, we can search for a handful of noteworthy cases where the use of replacement
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justices would yield substantial policy shifts. Conservatives, for example, would stand to gain in
Webster vs. Doe (1988), one of the Court's first sexual orientation discrimination cases. Had a
replacement policy been in place, the Court would have voted for an encore performance from
retired Chief Justice Burger to replace Justice Kennedy. Burger's presence, in turn, would have
pushed the majority opinion substantially to the right. These cases, however, are relative outliers.
In general, our data suggest that replacements would have only a limited impact on the Court's
opinions. Indeed, in over 50 percent of the cases, we predict no change whatsoever. And, in many
more, we predict only a limited shift. From the Court's famous libel ruling in Hustler vs. Falwell
(1988) to its military detainee decision in Hamdan vs. Rumsfeld (2006)-both of these cases
would have shifted, in substantive terms, no more than the difference between Justices Breyer
and Ginsburg during the Court's 2007 term. Indeed, among those cases with a nonzero value of
change, fully 75 percent fall into this category.

What, then, of the benefits? First, even if we assume the Court accepted a replacement justice
in only 63 percent of its cases, the proposal would still dramatically reduce the number of equally
divided courts. Our analysis predicts that two-thirds of equal divisions that occurred during
1946-2007 would have been avoided if a replacement justice policy had been in place. Among
these, of course, is Jensen v. Quaring, the case we have used as a running example throughout
this article. As Brougher (2009) points out, the Court still has not settled the question of religious
exemptions to photograph requirements. This is all the more remarkable given that multiple
federal courts have decided other high-profile photograph exemption cases, often in opposite
directions, and have come to no concrete resolution.

Beyond promoting uniformity in the law, a second critical benefit is what the proposal might
do to preserve the public's generally high view of the Court. At present, justices are forced to
balance judicial ethics and their impulse to recuse with the Court's duty to decide cases. Although
our data do not allow us to directly estimate the magnitude of this benefit, work by others allows
us to speculate. In a clever experiment, for example, Gibson and Caldeira (2012) manipulate
whether a state supreme court justice, after receiving campaign support from a company, recused
himself from cases involving that company. Conditions in which the justice subsequently recused
himself resulted in subjects having between a 17 percent and 34 percent higher assessment of
that judge's impartiality and legitimacy than if the judge did not recuse (Gibson and Caldeira,
2012:27). State courts are, of course, different than the U.S. Supreme Court, but these findings
are still suggestive that the ability to err on the side of caution when it comes to recusal would
help preserve the judiciary's high public standing.

In addition to bringing data to bear on an important normative debate over an impending policy
decision, our results suggest that the use of policy counterfactuals can shed unique light on the
study of ideology and its role in decision-making. While our inquiry focuses on the U.S. Supreme
Court, we believe our counterfactual approach can be applied both to other judicial proposals and
transported beyond the walls of the Marble Palace. Leahy's proposal, although not enacted, is part
of an emerging trend in judicial reforms being adopted across the United States and the world.
For example, the new Supreme Court established in the United Kingdom in 2009 allows retired
justices to serve as replacements at the President of the Court's request on a supplementary panel
as long as those justices are under the age of 75. Our approach could be used to comparatively
examine how this proposal has affected law in the United Kingdom.

Furthermore, another oft-discussed proposal would institute term limits for Supreme Court
justices (see, e.g., Calabresi and Lindgren, 2006). Capitalizing on what scholars know about the
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appointment process, one could predict the policy preferences of appointees in a world with
regularized court vacancies. These values, in turn, could generate estimates of how the Court's
opinions might be different if term limits had existed. Such an effort, to be sure, would involve
a host of assumptions and a number of challenging methodological issues, but the difficulty
of the task should not prevent judicial scholars from attempting to expose the clear empirical
implications of otherwise normative debates.

Of course, the benefits of a counterfactual study are not just limited to the judiciary. A
similar methodological approach could be employed to study the hypothetical policy outputs of
Congress contingent on different election results or to assess how different candidates for cabinet
positions would result in distinct administrative policies. In short, our project is but one example
of how using counterfactuals can help scholars explore the importance of institutional rules and
membership on policy outputs.
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APPENDIX A: REPLACEMENT AVAILABILITY

The table below provides the retirement date and availability window for each justice as well as
a short justification for our decision. Sources for this information are available upon request.

Justice Retirement Date Eligibility Period Justification

Charles Evans Hughes

Owen Roberts
Hugo Black
Stanley Reed

Felix Frankfurter

William Douglas

James Byrnes

Harold Burton

Tom C. Clark

Sherman Minton

Earl Warren

John M. Harlan 11

July 1, 1941 Retirement-May 1,
1948

July 31, 1945
Sept. 17, 1971

August28, 1962

Feb. 25,1957

Nov. 11, 1975

Oct. 3, 1943

Oct. 13, 1958

None
None

Retirement-May 1,
1979

None

None

None

None

June 12, 1967 Jan. 21, 1969-May
1, 1977

Oct. 15, 1956 None

June 23, 1969 Retirement-May I,
1974

Sept. 23, 1971 None

Had an active public life, advising
commissions and even President Truman on
new appointments until several months
before his death, when he fell ill with
pneumonia.

Never took on senior status.
Died within five days of his retirement.
Was relatively active until 1978 when he

moved into a nursing home with his wife.
While he attended Justice Douglas' funeral
in 1980, we place his eligibility at the end of
the 1978 term.

Was confined to his home shortly after
retirement and remained there for the
remainder of his life.

Retired at the urging of his colleagues due to
his exceedingly poor health, especially after
a stroke, which left him largely incapacitated
in his last couple of years on the bench.

Served on the Court for just one term.
After retirement, he resigned his judicial
commission to serve as Secretary of State
from 1945-1947 and later as governor of
South Carolina from 1951-1955.

Retired due to his failing health and his
continuing battle with Parkinson's disease.
He remained in poor health for the
remainder of this life.

Served on federal circuits until his death in
1977. However, Clark retired when his son's
appointment as Attorney General would
have created a conflict of interest and thus
we exclude this time period. 1967-1969.

Several reports confirm that Minton's health
precluded him from maintaining a public
life after his retirement in 1956.

Maintained an active public life until the last
few months of his life, near the end of the
1974 term.

Died a mere two months after retirement.
(Continued on next page)
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Justice Retirement Date Eligibility Period Justification

William Brennan

Charles Whittaker

Potter Stewart

Byron White

Arthur Goldberg

Abe Fortas

Thurgood Marshall

Warren Burger

Harry Blackmun

Lewis Powell

John Paul Stevens
Sandra Day O'Connor
David Souter

July 20, 1990 Retirement-May I,
1996

March 31, 1962 Retirement-Sept.
30, 1965

July 3, 1981 Retirement-Dec. 3,
1985

June 28, 1993 Retirement-May 1,
2001

July 25, 1965

May 14, 1969

Oct. I, 1991

None

None

None

Sept. 26, 1986 Retirement-May I,
1994

Aug. 3, 1994 Retirement-Feb. 22,
1999

June 26, 1987 Retirement-May I,
1998

June 29, 2010 Retirement-Present
Jan. 3 I, 2006 Retirement-Present
June 30, 2009 Retirement-Present

Remained in good health until 1995, when he
was hospitalized for chest pains. He
recovered and appeared in public for his
90th birthday, while confined to a
wheelchair. Cutoff is therefore the end of the
1995 term.

Remained active in public life until his sudden
death of a ruptured abdominal blood vessel
at the age of 72. Thus, we end his
availability when he resigned his senior
status in September 1965.

Remained healthy and highly engaged until
suffering a stroke in December of 1985.

Heavily involved in the lower courts and kept
active chambers in Denver, CO, until shortly
before his death of pneumonia, thus he is
eligible until the end of the 2000 term.

Resigned judicial commission to serve as
ambassador to the United Nations.

Because he resigned under scandal, it is
unlikely Fortas would have been allowed to
serve again. Therefore his cutoff date is the
date of his retirement. Indeed, he never even
assumed senior status.

Widely reported that Marshall retired
unwillingly and unhappily because of
severely degrading health.

Cutoff date placed near date of last public
appearance at the conclusion of the 1993
term.

Remained active in public life-indeed even
appearing as Justice Joseph Story in the
movie Amistad-until he broke his hip in a
bad fall in early 1999 and never fully
recovered.

Enjoyed a long and quiet retirement in good
health until near the end of the 1997 term.

Still active in public life
Still active in public life
Still active in public life
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APPENDIX B: THE LEAHY PROPOSAL

111Tu CONGRESS
2D SESSION so

To amend chapter 13 of title 28, United States Code, to authorize the
designation and assignment of retired justices of the Supreme Court
to particular cases in which an active justice is recused.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. LEAiY introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on

A BILL
To amend chapter 13 of title 28, United States Code, to

authorize the designation and assignment of retired jus-

tices of the Supreme Court to particular eases in which

an active justice is recused.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. DESIGNATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RETIRED

4 SUPREME COURT JUSTICES.

5 Section 294 of title 28, United States Code, is

6 amended-

7 (1) in subsection (a), by inserting "(1)" after

8 "(a)";
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2

1 (2) by adding at the end the following:

2 "(2) Any retired Chief Justice of the United States

3 or any retired Associate Justice of the Supreme Court may

4 be designated and assigned to serve as a justice on the

5 Supreme Court of the United States in a particular case

6 if-

7 "(A) any active justice is recused from that

8 case; and

9 "(B) a majority of active justices vote to des-

10 ignate and assign that retired Chief Justice or Asso-

11 ciate Justice."; and

12 (3) in subsection (d), by striking "No such des-

13 ignation or assignment shall be made to the Su-

14 preme Court." and inserting "Except as provided

15 under subsection (a)(2), no designation or assign-

16 ment under this section shall be made to the Su-

17 preme Court.".

APPENDIX C: POTENTIAL MODIFICATION TO THE LEAHY PROPOSAL

As this project was initially motivated by Leahy's proposal, our analysis focuses on the empirical
implications of his specific bill. Thus, the selection process consists of a majority vote that
involves the recused justice because this is what a plain language reading of the bill suggests
implementing (see lines 9-11 on page 2 of the proposal [Appendix B]). Furthermore, we examine
only cases where the recusal is temporary as opposed to one caused by a retirement or death.
In the interest of completeness, however, we adapted our analysis to relax each of these three
components.

We started by disallowing the recused justice from participating in the initial selection vote.
Unsurprisingly, we predict that the Court would have a much more difficult time reaching a
majority (i.e., five votes) with only eight justices voting. Indeed, we predict that the Court would
agree to invite a replacement back in only 26 percent of our cases. In 69 percent, we predict that
the Court would be unable to muster a majority for any single option. In the remaining 5 percent
of cases, a majority of justices would agree to reject the use of a replacement justice.
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We next examined what would happen to the location of the Court's majority if the Court
were to eliminate the initial selection decision and simply randomly choose a replacement when
more than one was available. We further assume that when a single replacement is available, he
will always be invited back on for a curtain call. Such a policy would be significantly better for
those of liberal policy preferences. Recall that the Leahy proposal would, more often than not,
result in no policy change whatsoever. Among cases where a policy shift did occur, however, the
conservatives were more likely to benefit both in terms of the number of shifts (59 percent vs.
41 percent) and the size of those shifts (average of 0.10 vs. 0.04). With random replacement, the
liberals now come out ahead in terms of the number of shifts (53 percent vs. 47 percent) and
achieve parity with regard to the magnitude of the shifts (average of 0.15 [liberal mean] vs. 0.13
[conservative mean]; p = 0.15, two-tailed test).

Finally, we examined what would have happened in the 138 cases included in our time period
where a replacement was available to fill a non-temporary vacancy. We predict that the remaining
members of the Court would vote to invite a retired colleague back in just under 20 percent of
the cases. In the other 80 percent of cases, a majority of justices would not be able to agree
on a replacement. This is due, again, to the fact that there are only eight justices available to
vote, as opposed to when there are usually nine voting in a recusal case-including the recused
justice himself. In the 20 percent of cases where a replacement is selected, we find little reason
to predict substantial policy changes. Using the same approach described above, the average
absolute change in the opinion location is a minuscule 0.003, with a standard deviation and
maximum value of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.


